Sri Aurobindo Chair of Integral Studies
Sardar Patel University
Vallabh Vidyanagar

Essay Competition

An Essay Competition has been organized for the undergraduate and post graduate students of the Faculty of Education of Sardar Patel University and its affiliated colleges, jointly with the C. C. Patel Community Science Centre (supported by Gujcost, Govt. of Gujarat) as per the following details:

Topics of the Essay Competition:

- True place of a teacher in computer age: કમ્પ્યુટર યુગમાં શિક્ષકનું સાચું સ્થાન
- Stress-free education: A challenge and an obligation: તનાવમુક્ત શિક્ષણ : એક પદક અને એક દાયિત્વ
- Value education: મુલ્યોનું શિક્ષણ
- Educational Innovations combining Science and Humanities: વિજ્ઞાન અને સમાજશિક્ષણમાં નવીનીકરણ

Word limit of essay is 3000 words. All participants will receive Certificates of participation. The winners (separate category for undergraduate and post graduate students) will be awarded Certificates of appreciation and cash prizes. (First prize: Rs. 1,000 , Second prize: Rs : 750,Third prize: Rs. : 500) The prize-winning essays will be put on the web page of Sri Aurobindo Chair of Integral Studies, Sardar Patel University.

Participants can submit their entries to any of the following:

- Dr. Neepa Bharucha, Associate Professor, M.B.Patel College of Education, Sardar Patel University, Vallabh Vidyanagar
- Dr. Param Pathak, Professor and Head, P.G. Department of Gujarati, Humanities Building
- Dr.Vibha Vaishnav, Associate Professor, P.G Department of Electronics, Sardar Patel University, Vallabh Vidyanagar
- Entry can also be mailed to Sriaurobindochair@gmail.com latest by 18.00 hrs on 21st February, 2020 mentioning one’s name, the course, the year of study and roll number.

Dr. Vibha Vaishnav                                   Dr. Bhalendu Vaishnav                              Dr. Vijay Parmar
Hon. Director                                      Chairperson                                      Hon. Jt. Director
Community Science Centre                            Sri Aurobindo Chair of Integral Studies            Community Science Centre

To: The Head, P.G. Department of Education, Principals of Education colleges of Sardar Patel University with a request to place this announcement on notice boards and encourage students for participation.